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Lee Stone
Thursday, Aug. 5
Meditation - 6:30 p.m.
Lecture - 7:15 p.m.

The Out olBody Xxpeilence
Lee Stone will demonstra'te the consciousness-lifting

t e c hni qae, Hemispherical Synchronization,
a tool in the search for oarselaes

The reaims of mystical experience have been the pursuit of sages,

spiritualists, and psychic explorers for time eternal. And, at the
Aug. 5 meeting , we're all going to join them as we hear from
Monroe Institute Gateway Tiainer Lee Stone of Hillsborough.

- Lee, a follower of researcher/author Robert Monroe, is set to
help us understand the out-of-body experience (OBE) and maybe
even find that hallowed nirvana of the "mystical experience."

Lee is an expert in the psycho-acoustical technique known as

"Hemisphericai Synchronization," which makes it possible for a

person to directly and safely experience deep inner realities. Monroe
came up with the technique, Lee says, when he combined specific
frequencies of sound into a kind of empathic resonance called
"frequency follows response," which caused the brainwaves on
both sides of the brain to align to the sounds.

Monroe became famous in the 1950s after experiencing spontane-
ous astral projection, or as it has now been termed, out-of-body
experiences and began researching and writing about them. Thirty
years of extensive science based research chronicled by the lourneys
trilogy 1ed to the founding of The Monroe Institute outside
Charlottesville, Va.

Lee came to North Carolina through the National Endowment
of the Arts Artist in Residence Program, contributing many paintings
to the Art in Public Places Project. He is also a musician with three
albums of ambient music, a poet versed in Japanese Haiku-Senryu,
a Reiki Master, and is also certified in Neuro-Linguistic Program-

ming, Clinical Hypnotherapy, Page Multidimensional Cellular
Healing and Rebirthing/Holotropic Breath.

Lee will be holding the Monroe Institute Gateway Program
workshop on Saturday and Sunday, leading participants through
the Hemi-sync process for deeper self awareness.
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Workshop on Aug,7 & I

Lectures and meditations are held on
the first Thursday of every month at
the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship
on 3313 Wade Avenue, Raleigh, NC.
There is a $5 suggested love offering.

Meditations begin at 6:30 p.m. To
respect the special energy created
during meditations, we ask for your
consideration in arriving on time.

Lectures begin at 7:15 p.m. following
the meditation. We look foruard to
seeing you on Thursdays!Ar.rgust 1999 lssue 134



Open House Reiki
2nd & 4th Weds. 7:30 pm. FREE. Curious
and beginners encouraged to come and
discover this healing energy. Classes and
sessions available, too. 711' Kimbrough St',

Raieigh (off Whitaker Mill Rd.).
Vickie Penninger (979) 828-0876

DISCOVERING YOUR
SOUTJS PURPOSE
seminar featuring Mark Thurston,
from the Association for Research and
Enlightenment. This program will focus
on Edgar Cayce's approach to finding
your life's mission.
October 9th, Holiday Inn, RTP. Fee'
Registration: 1 -800-33 3-4499 .

For loca1 information, call:
Lou at 919-643-0232.

Southeastern Conference
Set for July 26-Aug. 1

Let ]'our Heart Be hg/tt./ A Sacred Pat/t
to t/te,Vw Mil/enniurz

That's the theme of the seventh annual
Southeastern Conference, coming up

July 26 through Aug. 1 at Guilford College's
beautiful campus in nearby Greensboro.
It is a weeklong spiritual event that brings
some of the world's leading spiritual teach-
ers to our area. This year's conference
features workshops and lectures by: Gloria
Karpinski, Swami Beyondananda, Helen
Hotz, Tom Sawyer, Laraaji, Jayne Howard,
Vaughn Boone, Alan Seale and morel
For a complete brochure, contact Susan
Kaney a|14440 Southbridge Forest Drive,
Charlotte NC (704) 583-5978.
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SHAMANIC PRACTITIONER
Maryphyllis Horn, MEd, CMHp

9t9-542-0260
. SOUL RETRIEVALS

restore vibrancy, wholeness, missing soul
qualities, mem-ories. Faster, more reliable

than other modalities.
r THOUGHT FIELD THERAPY

eliminates painful emotions faster than
NLP, EMDR, hypnosis. Long lasting.

. SHAMANIC SPIRIT JOURNEY INSTRUCTION
for deep peace, healing, higher guidance.

. PAST LIFE REGRESSION
. ALCHEMY HYPNOTHERAPY

o FENG SHUI

Feng Shui
Amazing changes in health, wisdom, cash
flow and relationships are not only possible
but likely with the use of this ancient
Chinese art of placement. It's NOT what
you have or what it cost, but where it is
placed and used. Simple / powerful /
wonderful! Residential and commercial
visits. Hourly rates.
Suzanne Lewis Brown (919) 781-8181.



SFI Spiritual Coach
By Dr. Kathi Ann Middendorf

Spiritually Based Personal and Profession Conch

Dear Spirit Coach,
You have said that it is important that we define our bound-

aries and communicate them to others. I have several instances

where I have severed relationships because someone wouldn't
honor my boundaries, so I know I can do it. The probiem I am
having is with my family-I can't seem to enforce my boundaries
with my family.

Sharon

Dear Sharon,
There are many things in life that are easier with strangers and

friends ihan with family. 1) Inside us lives that dependent little
child still hoping that we will find safety and unconditional love
within our family. So just thinking about defining boundaries
with parents brings up all the old fears about being aione,

abandoned and a motheriess child. Most people canit get past
these fears to speak of boundaries. 2) It is much more difficult to
become "unattached" to wanting a specific outcome when we are

dealing with family. When we realize that the final stage in
enforcing a boundary may be that we have to permanently leave
a relationship, most people are not willing to consider doing that
with family. Instead, they will maintain the status quo and hope
that next time things will be different (all the while being
energetically locked into old patterns). 3) We see our family as a

reflection of who we are. Would you have qualms about your
friends meeting your family? If your answer is yes, and your
family's standards and behaviors do not match what you have
become, instead of considering them a reflection of you-think
about your family being reflected in a beveled mirror-and your
part of the reflection is in the bevel and is of finer stuff. Taking all
of the above together, we often tolerate much more from our
family than we would from anyone else because of fear of loss;
wanting our family to behave in a certain way; and seeing
ourselves in them and them in ourselves.

With family, then, we have three options: 1) Speak our bound-
aries and be willing to give up reiationship with them if they
will not honor the boundaries. 2) Maintain the status quo and
"suffer" each encounter with them. 3) Change our own expecta-
tions of their behavior and become able to view their actions
with detachment about how they "should" be and what they
"should and shouldn't" do. At that point we can look on their
behavior as we would when observing a toddler-understanding
that they are doing the best they know how for their level of
development, and that the only cause of dis-ease we may
experience is from our being attached to their behaving
differentiy.

Dr. Kathi Ann Middendorf
(ele)78s-3232 dr_kathi@msn.com

Ads (email or camera ready)
Business Card (3.5"x2") $tS
Vertical Card (2"x3.5") $20
7 / 4-Page Ad (2.5"x3.75") $25
1/3-Page Ad (3.25"x7.5") $35
7/Z-Page Ad (5"x7.5") $50
Full Page Ad (7.5"x 10") $100
(Plus $15 design/rekeying charge, if the
ad needs to be retyped or designed).
For information on other sizes and
inserts, please call Kim Kasdorf at
833-4188.

Announcements (email or disk)
Up to 50 words: $15
Up to 100 words: $20
(plus $15 rekeying charge, if it needs to
be retyped)

Deadline for the next issue
is August 5.

Send your camera-ready ad or
nnnouncement and paylnent to
Lightworks, 1803 Chapet HiIl Rd.,
Durham, NC 27707 or emsil to:
kemp .w ar d@mindspr in g. com

If your ad or announcement ls NOT
emailed or camera-refldy, please send

it on computer disk to saae the $L5
rekeying charge.

Make checks payable fo Spiritual
Frontiers Fellowship.



Making A tirring is ltlot the Same as Making A life
NOTE from Kathi Middendorf, SFF's new chairperson:
Lori Keenan was diagnosed with a potentially deadly disease

AND because of the timing of the diagnosis, the doctors she was

dealing with, the particular testing that utas done and a lot of
other synchronicities, she is going to be fine. She sent letters

out to a lot of friends and acquaintances zuho were supporting

her as she went through the process. I feel that it is a beautiful

statement about cherishing what life ffirs us. I zurote to

Lori asking permission to reprint it, and she hss giaen it.

I received the most wonderful news yesterday from
my doctors at Duke. They have determined that my
progress is very good and my odds of recovery are

99.9% (they do not talk in 100% odds).
My treatment will be in the topical form, which will

Ieave no side affects. I should begin the treatment in three
'uveeks. They could not have detected this at an earlier
stage and any later of a stage,the outcome would have
been quite different. He said someone was definitely
lyatching over me.

Each of you gave me a gift during my time of need.
They ranged in form from encouragement, inspiration,
strength, hope, faith, knowledge, flowers, cards, well-
wishes, cooking meals, keeping my house and kids
running, assisting me at work...and most of all, just caring.
Thomas Wolfe said "I arn a part of all that I have touched
and that has touched me." For this I am grateful and I will
never forget. I have a gift I'd like to give to each of you.
My gift is quite simple....it's in the form of a message.

Being faced with this situation has changed my life
forever. I have been through some difficult and fearful
times in my life, but nothing can compare to this. This has
forever changed me. It's as if one pair of glasses has
been removed and replaced with another..I see the world
in such a different light.

I recently changed my mail closing to express one of
these changes..."Making a living is not the same as making
a life." I, too have been guilty of riding that "fast-paced,

gotta climb the corporate laddet, get the next promotion,
buy the biggea better, this or that" mentallity....constantly
comparing myself to others. Money was the way I
measured my success. Especially being faced with being a
single mom with two kids, I felt the pressure even ten-fold
to 'succeed' in order to provide for them. F{owever, I have
learned that it's the people who really matter. There is a
price to pay for making a living vs making a life....I am
making a life for myself and my children. Most of us are

hungering for something more in our lives. But the
answer cannot be found in a glossy magazine, on the
movie screen or in your neighbor's lives.

The second important lesson I've learned is about

gratitude. My heart is filled with it. I have been given a
second chance. Our lives can sometimes get so fast-paced
that i have missed the beauty in the 'ordinary and
simple'....the sweet smell of my daughter's hair and her
tiny voice saying "I love you, Mommy" or "you're such a

pretty mommy"; the mature voice and words of my son
and the wonderful young man he's growing into..hearing
his car drive into the driveway; a special hand-picked
mother's day card presented by a scared - eyed teenager
for he knows the seriousness of what our family is facing;
footsteps on the stairs; the voice of a good friend on the
telephone; receiving flowers, cards, well-wishes in your
time of need; sipping hot lemonade; the warmth of
knowing the love of family and friends is real; raindrops
on the roof; cats purring; dogs thumping their tails; good
books and words which stir the imagination and
illuminates the soul; the sound of silence; music to soothe,
inspire and move me in unexpected waves of pleasure.
The concerto of real life is playing all around us. Plea-
sures often overlooked...noticing the wonder of it all...
I have learned to pause.

We move through our days in a fog or a frenzy - until
we're startled into consciousness by an unforeseen threat
to something that we hold dear and have been taking for
granted. We are jarred into profound awareness of how
much we have, and how much we have escaped, and how
much there is to be grateful for.

My revelation is that I have everything I need in life,
I simply lacked the conscious awareness to appreciate it.
How many days I stood parched and empty, thirsting
after 'success', when I was really standing knee-deep in
the river of abundance? I have moved from thoughts of
lack to thoughts of abundance.

My soul has been touched. I now live my life through
joy, harmony and gratitude. I have a very abundant
life and have much to be grateful for. I now find the
sacred in the ordinary, the mystical in the mundane. I now
savor the moments, for moments make memories. Each
morning when I awake I've been given a wonderful
gift-another day of life. Suddenly I have clarity about aii
of life because I realize what is important. Living is
important. Every day is a gift. The power of this
gratitude has caught me by surprise.

I believe everything happens for a reason. I look for
the lessons in life. In one way it's unfortunate to be faced
with a life-threatening experience as a wake-up call.
Now I try my best not to stand on the sidelines of life with
deadened, dulled, disinterested senses until another shock
makes me suddenly aware of the magic, marvel and the
mystery of it all. Some lessons can be learned through the
experiences of others. Therefore, maybe by *y sharing



mine with you, you may be able to gain. I hope so.

All I ask you to do today is to open 'the eyes of your
eyes" and give your life another glance. Are your basic
needs met? Do you have a home? Food on the table?
Clothes to wear? Is there a regular paycheck comrng in?
Do you have dreams? Do you have your health? Can you
waik, talk, see the beauty that surrounds you, listen to
music that stirs your soul? Do you have family and
friends whom you love and who love you?

Then pause for a moment and give thanks. Be open to
exchanging your need for emotional and financial security
to serenity.

I'd like to share two quotes I recently read which
touched me:

Grntitude tLnlocks the fullness of hfe. k turns what we

haae into enough, and more. It turns denial into acceptance,

chaos to order, confusion to clarity. It can turn a meal into a

feast, a house into a hlme, a stranger into a friend. Gratitude
makes sense of our past, brings peace for today, and creates a

- uision for tomorrow...... Melody Beattie

The menning of life, the toil of those who achieae and those

roho don't, the ntockery of ambition, the struggle of both the

poor and the rich to be happy, and eaentually, what dffirence
it all mnkes for those uhose heads rest upon the lap of
earth...... Thomas Cray
Cberish eaertthing!

Lori Keenan
IBM Procurement Professional
Global Customer Solutions and General Procurement
Intemet ID: lkeenan@us.ibm.com
Phone: T /L 441-6277 or (979)543-6277
Fax T /L 447-4504 or (91,9)543-4504
Dept NQA, Building 002, Office C222, RTR NC

I(im l(asdorf Steps Down from Raleigh SFII Chairmanship
Please join us in thanking and recognizing

Kim Kasdorf for his years of service as Chairperson
of the Raleigh sFFI chapter.

Kim has been on the board for at least LL years, and
approximately 61/2 of those years have been as
leader of the organization-S years the first time, and
7 7 /2 the second. Kim will remain on the board as

mentor and advisor, and he will continue to be
responsible for the mailing list.

Many believe we are all connected at an energetic,
spiritual level. That being so... we would like to
request that each of you reach out to Kim in
thought, or prayer, or intention, and send him love,
thanks and a blessing for being willing to devote
so many years to serving this organization and
all of us.

Our new Chairperson is Dr. Kathi Ann
Middendorf, a longtime member.

lany's anAngel
Larry Henson, a member of the SFF Board,

will be providing a free Flower Essence
consultation to a lucky person attending the
August lecture.

Flowers, he says, are the most potent part o{
a plant. They contain the ability to continue
the plant energy. A flower essence is the
energy template of the flower, saved in water,
with brandy as a preservative. When
a person takes the essence, the energy
signature of the flower is understood.
The person can then match their vibration
to the template provided by the essence.

In a Flower Essence consultation, the
patterns in a person's life that need changing
are detected and the essences that show that
person the right pattern are selected. By
taking the flower essence remedy for some
time, the patterns are subconsciously
changed.

Flower essences work most directly with
emotional and spiritual levels. Physical
problems that are rooted in these levels can
be indirectly affected through the changes
in the emotional and spiritual energies.

Larry can be contacted at 661.-8371.He
will enjoy hearing from you if you have
any questions.



Ieng Shui ffiistory & lesson l)
This fascinating and ancient philosophy/ science of

correct placement of furniture, Person, places, and items
goes back thousands of years to the Chinese culture'
Though technology has vastly altered the lives of almost
all the inhabitants of the world, there remains the constant
desire to increase one's health, wisdom, prosperity, and
relationships...all four being the foundation of Fung Shui.

In upcoming issues I will give some very basic overall
practical solutions that-no matter who you are, where
you work, or what your environment is-can implement
positive change.

There are few among us who have no desire to create
a more peaceful and plentiful life. Change, though, is
usually a four letter word (w-o-r-k)-but this work can

be ongoing, with a little done daily-before heading out
to the traffic snarl, while cooking dinner after you retum
at night, in one energetic day off , or on the weekend.
Personally, I have done lots of what this lesson is about
while talking on the phone, especially during lengthy
friendship conversations.

In houses and office complexes the windows are the
" eyes" of the buildings. Many have engaging views while
others are spartan or downright offensive. Nonetheless,
it is basic, essential, and mandatory that the glass be kept
clean. Sunlight-or even low day light on a rain drenched
day-comes inside through the "eyes" and the cleaner the
window the more cosmic "watts" you will receive. Sky
lights and solar tubes can be difficult to keep clean, since
they often collect roof debris, molds, and bird droppings,
but it is worth the effort to clean them since they also
serve as further " eyes" to the building.

From the outside, one can hose off windows-and
if this is done on a regular basis, it can be very effective.
Think of a car windshield and how often it goes through
the car wash or is squeegied at the gas pump. Your
house's windows are no less important. Think of the
pollen and the yellow river it creates when hosed each

spring...this is but a colored reminder of what is usually
there from day to day-pollution, mildew, mold, dust,
cobwebs, and grease that one becomes so conditioned to
seeing that it just layers upon itself. Living on unpaved
roads creates more dust. Woodsy locations have more
fungus. And, living in town or near busy highways
guarantees greasy exhaust-all of which act like a
magnet for negative energy.

As a matter of note, the ever popular Power washing,
so heavily advertised, creates problems in that it softens

putty and caulking around doors and windows, thus

creating small leaks for air, water, and fufure rot.
The inside of your windows can be kept "squeaky"

clean at all times if you simply set up a plan of action.
Having pets or children creates a challenge srnce they both
tend to press up with hands/ paws, and noses in order to
see out better. Be a detective...is your kitchen window
over the sink splattered? Does the bathroom mirror show
toothpaste and hairspray spots? Is the dining room or den
window full of smears, or do you keep the blinds closed
to not know what is there?

Before you decide that I am an olde southern lady, with
the white gloves, think again! I simply wish to enjoy the
benefits of maintaining my personal energy at its highest
performance level, and, from a Feng Shui standpoint,
clean glass does an astonishing amount toward this. When
flu-or whatever the circling germ- overtakes me, the
very first thing I do is carefully clean the mirrors in my
house. If you're really ill and feel almost bedridden, find
strength somewhere to at least clean the mirrors in your
"sick" bedroom and bath to reflect as much positive
energy as possible. You will recover faster, I promise.

A sick body, sick mind, sick work situation, a sick
relationship...all of these affects us inwardly and out-
wardly. For individual reasons, we cannot always do a fast
180 degree turnabout, but for a fast study on the magic of
clean glass, do this: Go to the closest daylight and spend a
few minutes studying your eyes in a hand mirror. Now,
clean the window, computer screen, mirror, and other
glass or reflective surfaces closest to you and immediately
return to your original place with the same mirror and
look at your eyes again. You will be astounded!

Apply this small, fast concept to what benefits will
come if this is done throughout your home on a regular
basis. Eyeglasses are important, also. Think of tackling
this in your own space and then keep a journal for a few
weeks to note the little things you notice that are posi-
tive-it won't be a coincidence-and let me know about
your changes.

Oftentimes, people search for big, often expensive
change when many times right under our nose are
smaller, workable, and cost-effective things we can
implement to make a decided difference for the better.

By Suzanne Lewis Brotun

Suzanne is a professional Interior
Designer and Feng Shtri Master-
and a longtime member of SFF



1999 World Service Full Moon Meditations
Each month meditators gather to apply their mental and spiritual energies for
the upliftment of the planet. In this guided meditation, we link telepathically with
Hierarchy (the planetary heart center), Shamballa (the planetary head center), and

the astrological influences of the moment to draw in the forces of enlightenment

and the will to good. All seekers are welcome. Please join us at the following times

for meditation and discussion, held in North Raleigh. For directions and further
information, call Maureen Richmond at (919) 846 - 8554.

July
Aug,
Sept.

Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

27

26
24
24
22
22

(Tuesday)
(Thursday)
(Friday)
(Sunday)
(Monday)
(Wednesday)

7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
5:00 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM

Ilousecleaning
If you just don't have the time to clean
your house the way you would like it, call

Joyce Whaley. Six years experience, reliable
and trustworthy. References available.
Call420-0248 and put the sparkle back
into your home.

Reiki Open House
Open house on first & third Wednesday evenings,
B:40 PM. Anyone welcome. Free. Mary Mooney,
5109 Holly Ridge Rd., Raleigh. (919) 420-0104

Unity Church ortne Tri?ngle
Office and Bookstore

524 East Whitaker Mill Road,
Raleigh, NC 27608
For information call 832-8324.
Dial-A-Prayer 832-1 020.
Off ice/Bookstore Hou rs :

10 am-4 pm Monday-Thursday
.Radio Program "New Dimensions in Spirit"

8 pm on Sundays AM620 WDNC TALK RADIO

11:00 am Sunday Service
524 East Whitaker Mill Road in
Raleigh, between Glenwood Ave. and
Wake Forest Road. Nursery, Childrens
Church. All denominations welcome.



Chairperson

Secretary (vacant)

Treasurer

Programs

Healing & Meditations

Refreshments

Audio Services

Mailing List

Find us at:

Dr. Kathi Ann Middendod
7 85-3232 dr-kathi @ msn.com

Larry Henson
661 -8371 lhenson@earthlink.net

Steve Long

829-37 54 one.circle @ mindspring.com
Jim Boone

469-3466 or 677-8000 (w)
Vickie Penninger

828-0876 vickpenn @ bellsouth.net
F u nd rais i n g & Pu bI ic 
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Newsletter Editor Kemp Ward
403-87 18 kemp.ward @ mindspring.com

Charlotte Edwards
965-2683

Kim Kasdorf
833-41 88 kasdotfj @ ix.netcom.com
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At Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship Raleigh, our
mission is to enhance the spiritual, mystical and
metaphysical awareness and consciousness of
our community by sponsoring programs that
facilitate personal growth and development and
a holistic approach to health and living.

Sept,2 MILLENNIAL CHILDREN NDE
PMH Atwater

Oct. 7 SPIRIT IN BU.SINESS - Rebecca Nagy

Nov. 4 HEALING TOUCH - Jon Seskevich, RN.

Jan.13 NEW MILLENNIUM ASTROLOGY
Stephen Forrest

With permission from our speakers, we make
audio tapes of Thursday night lectures and week-
end workshops. lf you would like a tape, please fill
out an order form at the donation desk on Thursday
nights. We need your advance payment to cover
our costs of duplication.

Subscriptions to Lightworks are free, although
we gratefully accept donations. After deducting
advertising revenues, it costs about $g.SO a year
to send you Lightworks. lf you enjoy receiving
Lightworks, please consider sending a donation
to help us cover publishing and mailing expenses.

lf you are moving or wish to discontinue your
subscription to Lightworks, please write to us or
call Kim Kasdorf at 833-4188.

Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship lnternational
Raleigh Area Chapter
P.O. Box 12773
Raleigh, NC 27605-2773
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